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Methods
Fixation task: only runs with >85% fixation were further analysed (43 and 47 
runs in total for M01 and M02, resp.)

 

Preprocessing of the data

- slice-timing correction
- mean EPI template coregistration
- normalisation
- smoothing

GLM analysis

- regressors of non-interest based on saccade detection and an adaptative  
PCA performed outside the brain 

Overview
Motion perception is a fundamental property of the visual system in most 
animal species. Although numerous studies examined how the primate 
brain processes 2D motion, much less is known about how it encodes 3D 
motion. A few neuroimaging investigations in human found that stereomo-
tion is processed within the hMT+ complex and/or its neighbourhood (Roc-
kers, Cormack & Huk, 2007; Likova & Tyler, 2007). 
Here, we extend this work to non-human primate, using fMRI. 

Take-home 
In macaque, stereomotion is processed in both the temporal and the pa-
rietal cortex where areas V4/TEO and PIP showed robust and consistent 
activations in our two animals. 

Retinotopic analysis

MID > ST contrast

Sensitivity ratio (%) = (PSCMID - PSCST) / PSCMID x 100

Activity profiles (in areas found in 4 hemispheres)

Contrast specificity


